
We tacitly agree to accept a certain level of carnage in
order to use the highways in ways we value. At the

present time in the US, this tacit agreement says that it
is acceptable to sacrifice between 40 000 and 42 000 lives
annually.” So said Patricia Waller, then director of the
University of Michigan’s Transportation Research Insti-
tute, in 2001.1

In 2004, the death toll was 42 636. Traffic crashes (see,
for example, figure 1) are now the leading cause of death
for young people in this country.2 We rightly congratulate
ourselves, our governments, and automobile manufactur-
ers for reducing the danger per vehicle and per vehicle
mile. But we can be accused of tolerating the appalling
present rate of traffic deaths shown in figure 2. As the fig-
ure shows, Germany and Canada, which have more effec-
tive programs for reducing traffic injuries, are achieving
impressive results.

Crashes and deaths
Crashes resulting in injuries and deaths are caused by
poor driving, unsafe roads, and unsafe vehicles. Driver
mistakes have many causes, including drowsiness, inex-
perience, aggressiveness, alcohol, and distractions.
“Microsleep” events at the wheel cause perhaps a quarter
of all serious crashes.3 Young male drivers are especially
dangerous.

Rural roads (including highways other than inter-
states) are not well designed. They are often narrow, un-
lighted, and poorly signed; shoulders may be poor or miss-
ing. As rural areas become increasingly suburban, traffic
often exceeds road design expectations. Excessive speed on
rural roads is encouraged by limited traffic enforcement,
and emergency medical service is usually remote. Half of
all traffic fatalities in the US occur in counties with fewer
than 70 households per square mile. Less than a third of
the US population lives in such counties, but they cover
90% of the land area.

While much can be done to address unsafe driving and
unsafe roads, the focus of this article is on vehicle design.
In this article we assume it is desirable to reduce vehicle
mass for better fuel economy, and we address the claim
that making cars lighter would increase risk significantly.
That claim, resting on simple physics arguments, ignores
issues of vehicle structure, incompatibility between vehi-

cles, and passenger restraints that greatly affect the sever-
ity of injuries.

Proximate causes of injury
There are two major proximate causes of severe injuries
in crashes: The first is hard contact, either when an occu-
pant is struck by a surface intruding into the passenger
compartment or when an inadequately restrained occu-
pant strikes against the intact compartment. The second
injury scenario, called restrained deceleration, occurs
when seatbelts or airbags prevent contact with the com-
partment. Injuries tend to be less severe, but severe injury
may still be caused by forces from the belt or airbag.

We first examine frontal crash tests. Figure 3 shows
idealized velocity–time traces for full frontal crashes of a
midsize car into a heavy rigid barrier, all in the fixed bar-
rier’s reference frame. The car’s initial speed is 15.6 m/s
(35 mph). A dummy, seated as a right front passenger, is ini-
tially 0.5 m away from the dashboard, with no intervening
steering wheel. The leftmost trace, with the most gradual
deceleration, shows the dashboard’s velocity. The passenger
would be safest if his deceleration matched that of the dash-
board. If the car’s peak deceleration were applied uniformly
to the body, a healthy passenger should survive.
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Figure 1. A midsize car struck on the side by a car of simi-
lar size suffered severe intrusion into the passenger com-
partment. In a study of traffic crashes at the University of
Michigan, a measuring system determines horizontal defor-
mations of the car relative to its original surface. As de-
scribed in the article, the analysis of such actual road acci-
dents, together with laboratory test crashes, provides
guidance for safer vehicle design. (Photo courtesy of Joel
MacWilliams.) 



Consider the role of belts. The rightmost trace in fig-
ure 3 represents the chest of an unbelted dummy. The
dummy continues at the car’s initial speed until it strikes
the dash, at which point it decelerates quickly to match
the dashboard’s velocity. The resultant forces are ex-
tremely dangerous, being both strong and spatially un-
even. Next comes the less abrupt trace illustrating con-
strained deceleration. It represents the chest of a dummy
wearing a conventional shoulder–lap belt that prevents
the chest from striking the dash.

Most belts have been improved with pretensioners
and load limiters. The green trace second from the left rep-
resents the chest of a dummy restrained by such a belt. As
soon as the vehicle’s sudden deceleration is sensed, the
pretensioners initially tighten up slack in the belt, thus
starting the passenger’s deceleration earlier. The preten-
sioners typically use the same sensors as the airbags. Pop-
ular models use a pyrotechnic device,
sometimes visible at the belt’s floor an-
chor, to pull the webbing taut. Load lim-
iters let the belt slacken somewhat, later
in the crash, so the occupant can use
more of the compartment space to decel-
erate. The limiters can be as simple as
releasable folds in the belt, designed to
break open when the force is high
enough, typically 6 kN (about 1300 lb).

In the above example, belts convert
a potentially fatal crash into one that is
often survivable. Historically, seat belts
have been the most successful of all ve-
hicular safety features. Of course they
are effective only when used. Belt use in
the US reached 80% in 2004.4 It’s even
higher in states and countries where
belt-use laws are stringent. Air bags
help distribute the narrowly applied re-
straining force of a belt, and they offer
some protection for unbelted occupants.
Belts and bags also help to keep occu-
pants in position. Frontal air bags are ef-
fective for a belted driver, but their ef-

fectiveness for front passengers is unclear.
Side impacts are very different from frontal collisions.

Intrusion into the passenger compartment is common, and
shoulder–lap belts are less effective in limiting lateral mo-
tion of the occupant. Figure 4 shows data from a side-
impact crash test in which a movable barrier, designed to
mimic the mass and shape of a car, strikes the driver’s door
at right angles.5 Measured velocity–time traces show the
barrier’s smoothly declining velocity; the sill below the
door on the struck side, which roughly describes the over-
all motion of the car; the early and rapid increase in mo-
tion of the driver’s door; and the bottom of the dummy
driver.

The overall sideways acceleration of the car reaches
only about 10g. Not surprisingly, the localized impulses of
the struck door and dummy, which are associated with in-
trusion, occur more quickly. The intrusion-related acceler-
ations are also much larger. The inward acceleration of the
door surface is about 1000g, and that of the dummy’s bot-
tom is about 70g. If it lasted only a few milliseconds, such
a hard acceleration might not cause injury;6 but these
events last for something like 20 ms. 

In these crash tests, the vehicles and dummies are in-
strumented with accelerometers, providing detailed infor-
mation unavailable in actual traffic crashes. Such tests set
standards that manufacturers strive to meet. Since 1978,
the major standardized test has been the frontal crash of a
vehicle into a rigid barrier at 35 mph. In recent years there
has been extensive development of other crash tests with,
for example, frontal offset impact and deformable barriers.
In response to crash testing and related computer simula-
tions, manufacturers have made many detailed modifica-
tions to improve vehicle crashworthiness. The principal im-
provements, evident in before-and-after crash test photos,
have been strengthened passenger compartments and in-
creased energy absorption in front of the compartments.

As a caveat, it must be said that risks of on-road
deaths correlate only roughly with a vehicle’s performance
in the major standardized tests. A few kinds of crash tests
cannot accommodate the large variation in crashes, vehi-
cle designs, occupants, and their positions. Moreover, a re-
cent analysis of side impacts shows that the actual sever-
ity of on-road crashes, measured in terms of Dv, a
velocity-change parameter discussed below in the section
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Figure 2. Downward trend of traffic deaths (including
pedestrians and pedalcyclists) per million vehicles (left
axis) in the US, Canada, and Germany includes pedestrian
and pedalcyclist fatalities. Total US annual traffic deaths
(top curve, right axis) has been trending upward since the
early 1990s.

Figure 3. Velocity history of a dummy in the front passenger seat of a car, with
various belt restraints, in a 35-mph head-on test crash with a fixed barrier. The
red, leftmost curve, representing the car’s dash panel, has a maximum decelera-
tion of 27g about 60 milliseconds after impact.



on accident databases, is much greater than that of the
standard side-impact test.7

Injury data on the relative importance of restrained
deceleration and contact with interior surfaces, with and
without intrusion, is summarized in the table below.
About half of all severe injuries and deaths are associated
with intrusion into the passenger compartment. Because
the table is based on a small sample (463 cases), the sta-
tistical uncertainties are large. However, similar conclu-
sions were reached in an earlier study that used a differ-
ent database.8

Two-vehicle crashes
Can one take what is learned from single-vehicle crash tests
and apply it to two-vehicle crashes? Robert Zobel, head of
accident research at Volkswagen, has analyzed the safety of
front-to-front crashes of car models that have “passed” the
standard frontal crash test using rigid, flat barriers at 35
mph.9 First, he considered the implications of energy con-
servation for maintaining the integrity of the passenger
compartment. Passing the fixed-barrier test demonstrates
that a car is able to absorb its own kinetic energy by de-
forming its front end without significant intrusion into the
compartment. But one must consider the inelastic front-to-
front collision between two such cars. Zobel was able to show
that the two cars could, in principle, safely dissipate their
combined kinetic energy if their closing speed is less than
70 mph, independent of their masses.

But there are two important caveats. First, if one car’s
front is unnecessarily stiff, the other car may have to ab-
sorb so much of the energy that its passenger compartment
is compromised. Second, if the fronts of the colliding cars
are not sufficiently similar and homogeneous to assure so-
called structural interaction in a head-on crash, there may
be penetration into the passenger compartment. Stiff
points of one vehicle may simply miss stiff points of the
other vehicle. Or stiff points could deform and shift later-

ally or vertically in the crash, so that
they align with soft elements of the op-
posing vehicle.

In-depth studies of actual crashes
show that structural interaction is often
poor. Honda is redesigning its vehicles
to assure structural interaction at the
vehicle’s front. The front of the 2005
Honda Odyssey minivan, shown in fig-
ure 5, is made more nearly homoge-
neous vertically by reinforced horizon-
tal bars above and below the bumper,
and horizontally by added reinforced
vertical bars in the wheel wells. Be-
cause these additions are made of high-
strength steel, vehicle mass is not in-
creased. It will be several years before
Honda includes these structural
changes in all its new vehicles.

Zobel’s analysis of front-to-front
collisions also considers the restrained
deceleration of the occupants. He as-

sumes that the closing speed is less than 70 mph, and that
the passenger compartments of both vehicles survive in-
tact. He further assumes that the vehicle masses are not
so different that conservation of momentum dictates that
deceleration injures occupants of the lighter car. Taking
30g to be the maximum acceptable bodily acceleration,
Zobel suggests a maximum safe mass ratio of 1.6 for the
two colliding vehicles. Within that ratio, he concludes, it
is possible to design the cars to be safe for both sets of oc-
cupants in a head-on collision. Ranging in weight from
2250 to 3600 pounds (1 to 1.6 metric tons), almost all US
passenger cars fall within this acceptable mass ratio. But
cars and light trucks, taken together, do not.

In response to the possibility that fuel-economy regula-
tions might be strengthened, safety experts of major US
manufacturers, the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration, the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety, and
a 2001 study at the National Research Council have 
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Figure 4. In a side-impact crash test, a moving barrier (green curve) strikes
the driver’s door of a stationary car at right angles at 31 mph, and then decel-
erates smoothly to 15 mph. The sill (orange curve) below the door roughly
corresponds to the resulting lateral motion of the car as a whole. The rapid in-
trusion of struck door (red) into the passenger compartment propels the
dummy driver (blue) to the right. The maximum acceleration of the dummy’s
bottom is 70g. (Adapted from ref. 5.)

Proximate Causes of Severe Injury or Death to Belted Drivers
Percent of Injuries

Restrained deceleration 13

Contact with surfaces associated with intrusion 54

Contact with surfaces without intrusion 24

Other, including fire and flying glass 9
Based on National Accident Sampling System Crashworthiness Data System, for crash and model
years 1997–2003. Only injuries whose source is clear are counted.

Figure 5. The front frame of Honda’s 2005 Odyssey
minivan has been redesigned to distribute the force of a
collision with another vehicle more uniformly. Added
structures are shown orange and blue, and strengthened
preexisting structures are shown yellow.



concluded that light vehicles are fundamentally less safe
than heavy vehicles. The conclusion was based on statistical
analyses in which mass was the primary vehicle character-
istic considered. However, attributing the safety records of
today’s vehicles primarily to their masses is misleading. The
average heavier vehicle tends to be more protective of its oc-
cupants also because of its size, higher general quality, and
the incorporation of more recent safety features.

That these other factors are more important than
mass is suggested by an evaluation of electronic stability
controls by Jens-Peter Kreiss and coworkers at Braun-
schweig University in Germany. They found that stability
controls improve safety much more in light vehicles than
in heavy vehicles.10 Kreiss argues that it’s because the
heavier (read more expensive) cars were already much
more stable. We have found that among cars, risk corre-
lates much more strongly with the blue-book price of the
used car than with its mass.11 As Eberhard Faerber of the
German Federal Institute for Roads put it, “If mass ap-
pears to be the main parameter . . . it is because this is the
easiest and universal parameter that is collected in all ac-
cident databases.”12

Heavier cars also tend to be larger, with more crush
space and occupant space. A recent statistical analysis un-
tangles the effects of size and mass among existing vehi-
cles.13 The authors find that when vehicle size is held fixed,
“weight reduction tends to decrease the overall number of
fatalities, but typical corresponding reductions in wheel-
base and trackwidth tend to increase fatalities by a nearly
equal amount.” It should be pointed out that weight re-
duction does not necessarily require size reduction.

Front-to-side crashes require separate inquiry. When
the front of one vehicle strikes the side of another, injuries
in the struck vehicle are likely to be associated with con-
tact, usually with intrusion. Front-to-side crashes have
been increasing in relative importance, and now cause
more fatalities than front-to-front crashes.

Figure 6 shows how a driver’s risk of death in a typical
passenger car depends on the type of vehicle whose front hits
his left side. The risk doesn’t change much from subcompact
cars to large cars, even though large cars are about 1.6 times
as heavy as subcompacts. But being hit by a sport utility
vehicle (SUV) more than doubles the struck driver’s risk.
Compact and full-size pickup trucks are even more deadly

projectiles. Figure 7 suggests why.
The disparity in height, stiffness,

and mass between light trucks and pas-
senger cars is a major safety issue. On
a pickup or SUV, the height and local-
ized stiffness of its front is particularly
hazardous for others. The typical
pickup truck chassis shown in figure 7
has two horizontal “rails” that are high
and extend far to the front. Pickups and
body-on-frame SUVs impose high risks
on occupants of other vehicles.

The height of the front of SUVs and
pickups is thought to be critical to the
danger they pose to cars in side impacts.
Measurements of frontal test crashes
into rigid walls with localized load cells
could yield valuable information about
the vertical force profile for individual
models. But the poor vertical resolution
of the US New Car Assessment Pro-
gram’s current testing mode is inade-
quate for satisfactory analysis of the de-
sign hazards at issue.

Changing the design of light trucks to reduce injuries
in front-to-side crashes with cars is made difficult not only
by the truck’s greater height, but also by the small sepa-
ration between the front of the striking truck and the car’s
proximate occupant. An ambitious improvement would be
the adoption of variable suspension for appropriate light
trucks, automatically raising the chassis for off-road use
and lowering it at road speeds. Some production vehicles
already have adjustable suspensions. In a radical thought
experiment, we have estimated that replacing with pas-
senger cars all the light trucks in the US that are used only
as “car substitutes” would save three to four thousand lives
a year. That’s almost 10% of all traffic fatalities!

Geometry and rollover
Rollovers are associated with roughly one-quarter of traf-
fic deaths. Although electronic stability controls are be-
coming increasingly important in preventing rollovers, we
focus here on the structural issues.

For simplicity, assume that a vehicle of mass m is a
rigid body and neglect higher-order effects of the suspen-
sion system. Turning the front wheels creates a lateral
force f by the ground on the tires, causing an acceleration
a = f/m that depends on the speed and radius of the turn.
On a level road, the rollover threshold—that is, the condi-
tion for the inward tires to just lift off the ground—is then

a/g ⊂ t/2h,

where t is the distance between the tires on the same axle,
h is the height of the vehicle’s center of gravity, and g is
the acceleration of gravity (see figure 8).14

The figure of merit t/2h is called the vehicle’s static
stability factor. The SSF of body-on-frame SUVs and pick-
ups is about 1.0 to 1.2. For car-based SUVs or “crossovers”
it’s about 1.2, and for a typical sedan it’s 1.4. Since the lat-
eral coefficient of friction m on a dry road is about 0.8, it
would seem that in a hard turn, an SUV would skid with-
out rolling over, because the rollover threshold condition
is not met. That is, 

a/g � m < SSF.

However, other factors encourage rollover: The vehicle’s
sprung mass tips away from the turn, and added loads,
such as passengers, usually raise the center of gravity.
More often, a vehicle may trip and roll over if it strikes a
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Figure 6. Death risk for drivers of the struck car in front-to-side im-
pacts, shown as a function of the type of vehicle whose front struck
the driver’s side and normalized to the registered number (model
years 1997–2001) of each type. (Data from Fatality Analysis Report-
ing System.)



curb or another vehicle, or if it veers onto soft or irregular
ground. But even then, increased SSF due to wider t or
lower h reduces the risk of rollover.

Accident databases
While standardized crash tests and instrumented dum-
mies can shed light on causes of injury, there is no substi-
tute for scrutinizing data from on-road crashes. The Fa-
tality Analysis Reporting System is a national database of
all fatal traffic crashes in the US.2 For each crash, FARS
stores hundreds of data entries based on the police report.
Another database, the National Accident Sampling Sys-
tems Crashworthiness Data System, contains more de-
tailed information on a sample of crashes, fatal and non-
fatal, in which investigators measured deformation of the
wrecked vehicles, interviewed victims, and had access to
police and medical reports. But NASS CDS only covers
about one in a thousand severe-injury crashes. With a
weight assigned to each crash, the sample is claimed to be
statistically representative of the US.

A third data-gathering effort in the US is the Crash
Injury Research and Engineering Network. The medical
and engineering teams that collaborate in CIREN study
very small numbers of crashes in depth. In parts of Eu-
rope, such investigation of crashes is more extensive. For
example, the German In-Depth Accident Study collects
data on large numbers of accidents, with investigators
often arriving within minutes of the crash.15

The in-depth accident databases often record Dv, an
interesting speed-related measure determined from the
estimated crush energy by expert investigators. For each
vehicle, Dv is the velocity change during the crush phase
of a crash. To determine Dv, one measures crush distances
perpendicular to the original surface at several points at
a uniform height on the wreck, as shown on figure 1. These
measurements are entered into a software program that
calculates Dv by approximating the forces that caused the
inelastic crush. The coefficients of the approximation have
been determined from crash tests.16 When it’s available, Dv
is often used as an indicator of crash severity.

To determine the risk of injury or death in traffic, one
needs so-called exposure data for normalized comparison.
For example, the risk of driver death is the ratio of the
number of driver deaths to the “exposure” to a potential
fatal collision. When one is investigating the risks associ-
ated with a particular vehicle characteristic, the measure

of exposure might be the relevant number of registered ve-
hicles. Data on registered vehicles include make and
model, so that the risk can be determined for different ve-
hicle types. Or an investigation might consider the risks
associated with type of road, driver characteristics, or type
of crash. Determining the dependence of risk on driver and
road characteristics and type of crash is uncertain because
of the difficulty in finding credible and unbiased measures
of exposure.

Lighter vehicles
Reduction of vehicle masses is of interest for fuel savings.
But the perceived implications for safety have been a dis-
traction for researchers and regulators alike. The belief that
making vehicles lighter would significantly increase risk
has been based primarily on analyses that largely ignore the
historical association of mass with size and quality. There
has not been adequate focus on design and technological in-
novation aimed at increasing the safety of lighter vehicles.

The evidence is compelling that body-on-frame light
trucks cannot safely coexist with passenger cars under ex-
isting conditions. That problem is critical because so many
light trucks are used nowadays as car substitutes. Inno-
vative technology with new materials is promising. Light
and strong composite materials characterized by high ab-
sorption of crush energy per kilogram are being developed,
and progress is being made in their manufacture.17 Such
technologies could substantially reduce contact injuries
arising from crashes between light trucks and cars. More-
over, these materials could yield vehicle designs that re-
duce mass for a given interior space. There is also a need
for tests and regulations with regard to the crash compat-
ibility of disparate vehicle designs and sizes. Currently no
such tests or regulations are being implemented, or even
developed, in the US.

Government regulation and manufacturer ingenuity
have resulted in impressive technologies for improving the
safety of motor vehicles. Zobel has listed such innovations
in decreasing order of their importance to safety: seat
belts, passenger compartment integrity, electronic stabil-
ity control, and air bags. We see substantial opportunities
for further progress in design: Passenger compartments
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Figure 7. Half-ton 2002 Dodge Ram pickup truck. Its
high, stiff horizontal rails are dangerous to the opposing
vehicle in a crash. Such rails are typical of the body-on-
frame construction of most light trucks, in which the
separately built passenger cabin and perhaps a cargo
bed are welded onto a stiff chassis.

Figure 8. Simplified force diagram for a right turn at the
rollover threshold. On a flat road, the vehicle tends to roll
toward the outside. About the longitudinal axis through the
vehicle’s center of gravity, forces on the left front wheel
produce a clockwise rollover torque mha and an opposing
torque mgt, where h is the height of the center of gravity
and t is the distance between front wheels. So if the accel-
eration a, in units of the gravitational acceleration g, ex-
ceeds the stability factor t/2h, the car will roll over. 
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can be made stronger. Belts and bags can be improved to
restrict lateral movement and nudge occupants into opti-
mal position when a crash is imminent. And front ends can
be redesigned to increase overall structural interaction be-
tween colliding vehicles. 

We are especially indebted to Charles Compton, Joel
MacWilliams, Matthew Reed, Stephen Summers, and Robert
Zobel for substantial help. We also thank John DeCicco, John
German, and Stewart Wang for discussions.
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